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Apathy is the most common neuropsychiatric symptom in

patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The presence of apathy

has been related to greater caregiver distress, decreased

quality of life, and increased morbidity. Here we review the

most recent studies on this neuropsychiatric syndrome,

focusing on prevalence, impact on quality of life, behavioural

and neuroimaging studies, and treatment options. The results

of some investigations on the behavioural and neuroanatomical

profile of apathy in AD point to a role of frontostriatal circuits,

specifically involving the anterior cingulate cortex. However,

small and heterogeneous samples, lack of control for disease

severity, and non-specific apathy scales complicate

interpretation of results. Future studies might benefit from

studying multiple dimensions of apathy within conceptual

frameworks which allow for a deconstruction of underlying

mechanisms.
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Introduction
The most common neuropsychiatric symptom in patients

with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is apathy [1�,2], defined as

loss of or diminished motivation in at least two out of

three domains — goal-directed behaviour, cognitive activity
or emotion — sufficient to cause significant impairment in

everyday life [3]. Recent work in both healthy people and

AD confirms the emerging view that apathy is not a single

construct but a multidimensional disorder (Figure 1), that

can also include distinct social as well as emotional deficits

[4,5].

The presence of apathy has been related to greater

caregiver distress [6–8], decreased quality of life [9�],
and increased morbidity [10]. Although distinguishable

from each other, apathy often co-occurs with depression.
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While some symptoms of apathy and depression overlap

(e.g. social withdrawal or reduced initiation), pure apathy

is not associated with depressive symptoms such as guilt,

hopelessness or sadness [11–13].

Many of the conceptual and theoretical frameworks for

understanding apathy — across brain disorders — have

focused on goal-directed behaviour. Clinically, caregivers

often observe that patients require prompting to do

things, but left to their own devices they do not self-
initiate behavioural activities. These types of observation

have led to considerations of the underlying mechanisms

that might be dysfunctional: ranging from a failure to

generate options for behaviour, selecting between options

depending upon valuation of their potential costs and

benefits, action initiation and learning from outcomes

(Figure 2). Analogous deconstruction of psychiatric syn-

dromes has been put forward in the National Institute of

Mental Health’s Research Domain Criteria (Rod) initia-

tive [14]. However, to date, as we shall see, very few

behavioural mechanistic studies have been performed in

AD.

Prevalence and impact
A recent meta-analysis covering 25 studies reported a

prevalence of apathy in AD ranging from 19% to 88%,

with an overall mean prevalence of 49%. The significant

heterogeneity across studies was shown to depend upon

the apathy scale used, disease duration, Mini Mental

State Examination (MMSE) score and education level

[1�]. This might reflect difficulty to isolate apathy from

symptoms of dementia, as well as symptoms of other

neuropsychiatric conditions such as depression.

A number of both global and symptom-specific scales

have been developed to assess the presence of neuropsy-

chiatric symptoms, including uni-dimensional apathy

measures such as the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI)

[15], the Apathy Evaluation Scale (AES) [16], the

Dementia Apathy Interview and Rating Scale [17], and

the Structured Clinical Interview for Apathy [13]. Multi-

dimensional scales measuring cognitive, behavioural,

affective or social aspects of apathy might be more useful

for future studies aimed at assessing the prevalence of

apathy in AD. Such multi-dimensional scales include the

Apathy Inventory [18], the Dimensional Apathy Scale [5],

the Lille Apathy Rating Scale (LARS) [19] and the

Apathy Motivation Index [4].

Apathy appears to be associated with accelerated func-

tional decline and increased morbidity in patients with

AD. Caregiver-reported apathy, but not depression,
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Figure 1
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Distribution of multidimensional scores on the Apathy Motivation

Index. 3D scatterplot of each healthy volunteer’s mean rating on the

multidimensional Apathy Motivation Index (AMI). Scores range from

0 to 4, with a higher mean score indicating greater apathy, for each of

the three subscales: Behavioural Activation, Social Motivation and

Emotional Sensitivity. Four subtypes of apathy-motivation along the

scales were labelled motivated (orange), behaviourally/socially

apathetic (green), emotionally apathetic (blue), and generally apathetic

(red).

With permission from [4].
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predicts functional status in patients with AD, indepen-

dent of age and cognitive function [20]. Moreover, clini-

cian-rated apathy was related to more severe cognitive

and functional decline, and reliably predicted time to

death at any time point over the course of a 10-year

longitudinal study [10]. Apathy may therefore be an

important marker of disease progression in AD.

However, it is important to consider potential differ-

ences in the rating of the severity and impact of apathy

between patients and caregivers. For example, in one

longitudinal study over a 5-year follow-up period, an

increase in apathy symptoms in patients with mild AD

was not related to a change in patient-reported quality of

life [9�]. In contrast, caregiver-reported patient quality

of life decreased significantly. Thus, assessment of qual-

ity of life should ideally be corroborated with caregiver-

rated questionnaires.

One recent study investigated which patient character-

istics affected caregiver burden the most. Using a hetero-

geneous sample of memory clinic outpatients, the authors

reported a strong effect of the severity of cognitive

impairment and apathy on caregiver burden [6]. This

was replicated in a recent study [8], although a previous

study did not find this relationship [21]. A higher rating of

the frequency and severity of apathy symptoms in AD

patients by highly burdened caregivers was mediated by

the use of disengagement coping strategies, suggesting

that such strategies might render managing the apathetic

patient more challenging for the caregiver [22].
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hy. One scheme to dissect different behavioural components of apathy.

t, people must be able to generate options for behaviour, with

ehavioural options in a given context. Out of the options generated,

ard, punishment, effort required, time involved, and probability of

r, just as importantly, ongoing actions might need to be stopped, if

ey might also interfere with the initiation of action. Finally, if the action

 with predictions made during valuation to modulate future choices.
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Behavioural studies
The few studies that have investigated the behavioural

profile of apathy in AD provide evidence for apathy-

associated impairments in reward-based decision-making

and executive function, as well as altered behaviour on a

task that implicitly measured social interest.

In a study on how apathy in AD is associated with

decision-making, measured by performance on the Iowa

Gambling Task (IGT), higher self-reported ratings on the

action initiation dimension of the LARS were related to a

disadvantageous decision-making profile [23]. In their

analysis, the authors did not distinguish between groups

of amnestic mild cognitive impairment, AD patients and

healthy controls as there was no group-by-decision-mak-

ing-profile interaction. Thus, there might be a global

effect of apathy on reward-based decision-making that

is not necessarily specific to AD pathology.

Another investigation examined cognitive and psycholog-

ical profiles in apathetic AD and apathetic Parkinson’s

disease related dementia (PDD) patients and reported no

significant differences in executive function between

these groups [24]. Overall, however, apathetic patients

were impaired in semantic fluency, motor response inhi-

bition and abstract thinking when compared to non-

apathetic patients with dementia. This trans-diagnostic

study provides further evidence for an apathy-related

executive impairment perhaps mediated by prefrontal

cortex. On the basis of the similarity between apathetic

AD and apathetic PDD patients, the authors argued for a
Figure 3
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general behavioural and cognitive dysexecutive syn-

drome that underlies apathy across neurodegenerative

disorders.

Other investigators used a nonverbal visual scanning task

to assess attentional bias in apathetic AD patients [25�].
Using eye-tracking, they showed that apathetic AD

patients spent less time than their non-apathetic counter-

parts fixating on social, but not neutral, images. This

might be considered in line with a social or emotional

domain of apathy [4,5]. However, in this investigation

apathy was assessed with the uni-dimensional NPI, so no

definitive conclusions can be drawn on the association

with any subdomains of apathy.

Neuroimaging studies
The behavioural studies discussed above suggest the

involvement of prefrontal dysfunction, potentially asso-

ciated with deficits within frontostriatal circuits (Figure 3).

Indeed, several neuroimaging studies on apathy in AD,

discussed in three recent comprehensive reviews, point to

areas that are considered part of this circuit, including the

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), prefrontal cortex (PFC)

and parts of the basal ganglia [26,27,28�]. The frontos-

triatal circuit, linking ventral striatum to dorsal ACC via

the ventral pallidum and thalamus, may be crucially

involved in effort-based decision making and executive

functions. Disruption of this circuit has been hypothe-

sised to play a pivotal role in apathy across neurodegen-

erative disorders [28�].
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ventral striatum to the thalamus, via the internal segment of the globus

uts from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) via the mesolimbic pathway.
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However, recent reports in AD have also implicated other

regions and show how variable findings can be. In a cross-

sectional sample of patients (N = 37) with either possible

or probable AD, no association between apathy and grey

matter atrophy was found [29]. As the mean age of

participants in this study was >82 years and all had been

recruited from a nursing home, generalised atrophy due to

advanced age and dementia severity, as well as small

sample size, might have influenced the result.

Similarly, a cross-sectional analysis from the Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset

(N = 188 AD; 395 MCI and 229 controls) found no signif-

icant relationship between regional atrophy and apathy in

patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and AD

[30]. The longitudinal analysis revealed that progression

of apathy over time was associated with reduced cortical

thickness in bilateral inferior temporal cortex. As this

finding had not been reported before, the authors suggest

it may reflect an early-onset form of apathy in AD, since

they did not distinguish between MCI and AD patients in

their analyses.

Abnormal white matter integrity in AD patients with

apathy but not depression, using tract-based spatial sta-

tistics (TBSS), has also been reported [31]. Compared

with non-apathetic AD patients, those with apathy

(N = 30 in each group) showed evidence of white matter

changes in the corpus callosum, which was also correlated

with severity of apathy. Severity of apathy was further

correlated with loss of integrity of the left anterior and

posterior cingulum, right superior longitudinal fasciculus,

and bilateral uncinate fasciculus. The association

between apathy and white matter damage in the corpus

callosum was found in another study [29], which also

reported an association between severity of apathy and

damage in the internal capsule. Interpretation of these

findings is not straightforward: how much is related to

apathy per se versus general disease severity remains to be

established.

One recent investigation used positron emission tomog-

raphy with 18F fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG-PET) to exam-

ine how brain metabolism is associated with apathy in AD

cases [32�]. The researchers reported a relationship

between apathy and right ACC hypometabolism in

AD. However, the patients in this sample (N = 42 AD

cases) were in an advanced stage of dementia. Again,

disease severity and generalised brain pathology unre-

lated to apathy might have influenced the finding.

Another FDG-PET study analysing a subsample of the

ADNI dataset (N = 95 AD; 203 MCI and 104 controls)

reported a cross-sectional and longitudinal association

between posterior cingulate hypometabolism and higher

apathy scores. There was no relation between apathy and

hypometabolism in the inferior temporal lobe or ACC
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2018, 22:7–13 
[33], as was reported in the previously mentioned studies

[30,32�]. This finding must be interpreted with caution,

because the researchers did not differentiate between

healthy controls, MCI, or mild AD in their analysis.

Specific associations of apathy in health versus dementia

cannot therefore be distinguished.

Brain amyloid-b, imaged by PET, has also been deployed

in a small sample of AD patients (N = 28) to investigate if

there are relationships with neuropsychiatric symptoms

[34]. A positive correlation was found between severity of

apathy, indexed by the NPI, and amyloid-b deposition in

medial and orbitofrontal areas, insula, and right ACC.

There were no significant differences between the apa-

thetic and non-apathetic groups regarding cognitive func-

tion and disease duration, which provides some evidence

that the relationship between apathy and amyloid depo-

sition might not simply be mediated by severity of AD.

Treatment
Standard pharmacological treatment of apathy in AD to

date uses cholinesterase inhibitors (ChIs) such as done-

pezil, which increase the level and duration of action of

acetylcholine. AD, and potentially apathy in AD, is asso-

ciated with cholinergic dysfunction caused by disconnec-

tion of cholinergic pathways. ChIs improve overall cogni-

tive function modestly in AD [35], and some studies have

reported slight beneficial effects for neuropsychiatric

symptoms in AD as well [36]. However, ChIs have not

yet proven to be effective for the treatment of apathy in

AD in the long term. Two reviews found either no [35], or

only slight [37] evidence for a beneficial effect of ChIs

compared to placebo, although treatment duration rarely

exceeded 24 weeks.

The results of a clinical trial that compared combined

treatment of donepezil and the cholinergic precursor

choline alphoscerate (N = 56) versus donepezil alone

(N = 57) has demonstrated significantly lower ratings of

apathy after 1 and 2 years in the combined treatment arm

compared to donepezil-only. The findings were unrelated

to global cognitive functioning, but were associated with

executive function at baseline such that those with apathy

and more intact executive function appeared to benefit

most from the combination treatment [38�].

Some investigators have examined whether apathy in AD

might be related to impaired dopaminergic neurotrans-

mission [39]. They tested the benefits of methylpheni-

date, a drug that increases catecholamines (including

dopamine) in the brain and reported a significant

improvement of apathy symptoms after a treatment of

6 weeks, with modest side effects. A recent double-blind,

randomised placebo-controlled trial for methylphenidate

reproduced this improvement after 4, 8, and 12 weeks of

treatment, with no differences in adverse effects between

treatment and placebo groups [40]. However, others have
www.sciencedirect.com
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reported drop-out due to more severe methylphenidate-

related side effects [41].

A comprehensive meta-analysis of the reported pharma-

cological studies [42] provides little evidence for their

effectiveness in treating apathy in AD, although it did not

have access to the most recent methylphenidate data.

The findings are likely to have been affected by the small

number of studies, and heterogeneity in drugs, sample

and apathy assessment. However, of the available medi-

cation, ChIs seem to be the most effective. Whether

additional use of choline precursors or methylphenidate

will prove to enhance these effects remains to be

established.

In a non-pharmacological treatment study, the potential

of long-term exercise in improving neuropsychiatric

symptoms in AD has been assessed [43]. There was no

significant effect of a 12 month, 120 min per week exer-

cise programme on any of the symptoms measured by the

NPI, including apathy. However, mean NPI scores were

low, and it is not clear whether some of the apathetic AD

patients might also have suffered from depression. Thus,

a small effect and heterogeneous sample might have

affected the results.

A recent review on non-pharmacological treatment of

apathy in AD concluded that some improvements might

be possible with one-to-one activities, kit-based activity

interventions, matched-to-interest or individualised

activity programmes, individualised cognitive rehabilita-

tion, multisensory behaviour or music therapy, cognitive

stimulation therapy, and art therapy [41]. Combined

pharmacological and individualised non-pharmacological

training might be an important avenue to explore in

future treatment trials for apathy in AD.

Conclusions
In this review, we have evaluated the most recent studies

on apathy in AD, focusing on prevalence, impact on

quality of life, behavioural and neuroimaging studies,

and treatment options. Despite high, but variable preva-

lence [1�], and the evident relation to worse outcome

[7,9�,10], we have a poor understanding of underlying

cognitive and behavioural mechanisms. In the future, use

of conceptual frameworks such as the one shown in

Figure 2 for self-generation of goal-directed behaviour

might prove to be useful in better phenotyping of

patients. Studies that have investigated the behavioural

and neuroanatomical profile of apathy in AD point to a

role of frontostriatal circuits, specifically involving the

ACC [28�,29,31,34]. This is plausible considering the

implication of these regions in cost-benefit decision mak-

ing in both patients and healthy controls [28�].

Apathy in AD patients is most commonly treated with

ChIs, but personalised non-pharmacological treatments
www.sciencedirect.com 
have provided some promising results as well [41]. There

is missing consensus between many of the reported

studies, which may be due to several reasons. Apathy

is often measured only as a secondary outcome by the

NPI. In addition, only few investigations have made

efforts to select patients with apathy but without depres-

sion. Finally, many neuroimaging studies have used small

sample sizes and not controlled for general levels of

disease severity. While apathy is increasingly recognised

as the commonest neuropsychiatric symptom in AD, the

characteristic behavioural and neuroanatomical profile of

the apathy syndrome in AD has yet to be properly

established. This might be crucial for development of

better therapeutic interventions.
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